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In 2003, Lidwell, Ho lden and Butler pub lished a well-documented collection of 100
universal pr inciples of design. Among these are 28 principles explaining 'Ho w can I
increase the appeal of a design?' These pri nciples, laws, or guidelines deal with the
Golden Ratio, similarity, savannah preference, symmetry and color; principles that will
also appear in this chapter. Mos t of these principles have for centuries been app lied in
the arts, and have over the last century been uncovered and tested in psychological exper
imenrs. Th e authors claim that the application of such principles 'increases the pro babil
iry.that a design will be successful' (Lidwell et aI., 2003, p. 11). We are tempted to adopt
this claim, but want to take it a little fur ther. Understa nding why peop le are aestheti
cally att racted to some properties or pattern s over others will support designers to make

.founded decisions on the attractiveness of their design.
Over the pas t ten years, the first auth or has given many lectures on visual aesthetics

to students of industria l design. The main message of these lectures always was: People
. may and do differ extensively in their aesthetic reactions to objects; these reactions

as well as the differences are not arbitrary, but lawfu l. Contrary to what the popular
expression 'de gustibus non est disputandum' holds, there is accounting for raste! Does
this mean we can (already ) explain all varieties in aesthetic preference? Of course we

. e~nri() t . There are st ill many unresolved issues and unpredicted (but not unp redictable)
~ exc~ptions . Rut, after more than 100 years of theorizing and experimenta tion, we have
come to und erstand quite a bit about the drivers of peop le's aesthetic responses to the
things around us in general and designed ar tifacts in part icular. This chap ter aims to
btin..~ together these insights.



'Aesthetics' is a very old concept, rooted in the Greek word aisthesis that can be trans,
lared as understanding throu gh sensory perception. Only in the eighteenth century the
concept started to be used in the way we will use it here, referring to sensory pleasure
and delight (Goldman, 2001). Recently, the first author has argued that such a definition
of aesthetics, i.e. the pleasure attai ned from sensory perception, is most appropriate in
that it clearly separates aesthetic phenomena from other types of experience, such as the
construction of meaning and emotional responses (Hekker t, 2006). In adopting this defi
nition, some misunderstandings in the use of the concept aesthetics become salient, and
these will now be briefly discussed.

Aesthetic is not restricted to art or artistic expressions - Many artistic expressions, like
works of art, music and designs, are aesthetic in the sense that they can evoke pleasure in the
observer or user. But other, non-arti stic phenomena, such as people, landscapes, and sunsets
can also be aesthetic in that their appearance can strike us as beautiful or attractive.

Aesthetic is not limited to the visual domain - The visual ar ts have clearly dominated
Western ar t and, as a result, the concept of aesthetics has often been used as synonymous
for visua l beauty. If we, however, agree that aesthet ics refers to sensory pleasantness in
genera l, things can also be aesthetic or pleasant to listen to, touch, smell, or taste. ill
Section 4 we will discuss some aesthetic principles that apply to non-visua l domains . -

Aesthetic is not a matter of styling (only) - In prod uct design we often speak of aes
thetics in relation to the final surface treatm ent of a design or its styling. Th e aesthetic
principles in the next sections will hopefull y make clear that all produ ct propert ies can
cont ribute to the sensory pleasure that is evoked. Mak ing a product aesthetic is clearly
not something you can start to work on after most of the design is finished.

Aesthetic pleasure is not an emotion - This is probably the most controversial impli
cation of our definition. Many scholars in the field of emotion have been theorizing about
so-called aesthetic emotions, mostly referring to 'normal' emotions, like interest, fascina
tion and surprise, that often take place in, but are not restricted to, encounters with works
of art (see e.g. Silvia, 2005). Whether these emotions are a special class or no emotions at
all has been sub ject to some debate (e.g , Frijda, 1988, 1989; Lazar us, 1991). Following
our position, an emotion per se simply cannot be aesthetic.

An aesthetic response is limited to the gratification that comes from sensory per
ception of an object, and has no implications for any of our concerns, the class of di~~

position al states that is so fundamental to our emotions. In short , for an emotion fa
be evoked, some concern, such as a goal or an expectation, must either be violated. or
satisfied (e.g. Scherer, Schorr and Johnston e, 2001; see also Chapter 15 for an extensive
treatment of appraisal theory). An aesthetic response, however, is 'disinterested' [Kant,
1952 ) or distanced (Bullough, 1912 ) in that no motives other than perceiving the object
of perception 'as such' arc at stake. The pleasure 'simply' results from the act of percep
tion itself. This certa inly does not mean that an aestheti c experience cou ld not result in
a (positive) emotion, or that responses to art cannot be emotionally moving. M ost peo
ple experience stro ng emotional reactions when they listen to their favour ite music; as
was shown in studies by Blood and Za torre (2001). H ow and when aesthetic responses
lead to wha t emotions is a complex process that requires a deeper understandin g ofthe
appraisal processes underlying emotions .

Aesthetic is not an aspect, property or element of something - Following our defini
tion, any prop erty can elicit an aesthetic response, as long as that property is perceived as
pleasant through the stimulation of one of the senses. Althou gh we will show that some
prop erties will more likely evoke such responses than others - and are for that reason

2,- ORGANIZATIONAL PROPERTIES

often coined 'aes thetic' - it is theoretically (and empirically) impossible to defend tha t a
property or .element is aesthetic.
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1.2. Research in aesthetics

Although our definition of aesthetics is to some degree limiting, most of the research done
in the area of experimental aesthetics since the pione ering work of Fechner (1876) is rele
vant for our overview. Much of this research focused on finding, mostly visual, prop erties
of objects, whether simple patterns, artworks or designed objects, determining aesthetic
preference. T hese prop erties are generally classified into three classes: Psychophysical,
organizational, and meaningful properties (e.g, Berlyne, 1971; see Hekkert, 1995 for an
overview).

The psychophysical properties are the formal qualities of objects, such as their inten
sity, size and color (in terms of hue, saturation, brightness), or, generally speaking, prop
erties that can be quantified. Aesthet ic effects of these properti es arc highly relational
and cont extu al, as we will show in Section 2. In isolation, the most interesting findings
'come from color studies. It has often been demonstrated, for humans of many cultures
and even for animals, that hues are preferred in the order blue, green or red, and yellow
(McMa nus, Jones and Cottrell, 1981). Furthermore, the three color dimensions, hue,
.saturation, and brightness, differ with respect to their impact on aesthetic preference.
-Contrary to what many wou ld suspect, variations in hue only explain a small amount of
the varia nce in judgments of color pleasantness; brightness seems to be somewhat more
import ant , and satura tion determin es by far the most varia nce (Smets, 1982).

The two other classes of properties, organizational and meaningful properties, have
been studied more extensively and will be discussed in Sections 2 and 3. In this discussion,
yve will confine ourselvesas much as possible to studies involving design objects as stimulus
material. As will be shown, findings from these studies often suggest universal agreement
in aesthetic pleasure. In Section 4 we try to explain why and under what conditions people
of different times and cultures aesthetically prefer the same properties, and not only visu
ally. Despite these universal principles, people can differ considerably in matters of taste.
Section 5 is devoted to some explanations that may account for this variability. Section 6
closes with some conclusions and implications for designers and the field of design.

Our visual system is tuned to organize inlor manon, to bring structure or order in the
wealth of information that reaches our retina . Psychology of percept ion has achieved
a' good und erstandin g of how our perceptual system makes sense of our environ ment
byanalyzing edges, contours, blobs, and basic geometrical shapes (e.g, Marr, 1982;
Biederman, 1987). However, in order to represent what surro unds us we, for example,
need to perceive which elements belong to the same object.
: Various principles have been pro posed that seem to be fund amental to how th is

organization unfolds (see also Chapter 1). Element s that look similar in color, size,
o{ shape, are seen as belonging together (principle of similarity), a line that is inter
rupred and cont inued later on is seen as one line (principle of good continuation) , and
we tend to make the most likely or economically efficient interpreta tion of a pattern
(lpw of Prdgnanz s. These are examples of so-called Gesta lt principles or laws of per
c~l?tual organ ization and these do not only explain why we See what we see, but also

..why we prefer to see certain patt erns over others (sec e.g. Hekkert, 2006; Ram achandran
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and Hirstein, 1999 ). Simply pu t, we like to look at patterns th at allo w us to see relation _
ships or crea te order. The general ity of th is assumption will be further investigated in'
Section 4. Below, we first look at some orga nizational prop erti es that hav e been central
in aesth etic research.

Altho ugh the present chapter is concerned with aesthetics in the context of pr odUct
design, it needs to be mentioned that researchers often tend to investigate properties of
objects in isolation. While this gives th em co ntro l over the source of chang es in appr¢c:ia- .
tion, it also leaves the question to what ex tent the variation of only one propertY, ~~ch .
as 'visua l contrast', con tributes to our aesthetic expe rience derived from encounte rs"with '
everyday objects such as car s, fashion designs or sculptures. In consequence, although
we will discuss some pr operties of objects that are preferre d over well -defined others, we
will part icularly focus on thos e properties that are relevant for the perception and appre 
cia tion of products.

2.1 . Unifying propert ies

Order, balance o r harmony, symmetry and 'good' pr op ortion ar c omnipot ent in prod
ucts. Only ra rely does a designer allow himself to challenge thes e unifying propeqies;
to disrupt order, create misbal an ce or asymmetry, or design objects that are badly pro-.
port ion ed. If he does , he is either a ba d designer or has very good reas ons to do soIsee
Sect ion 6), These principles are used to ma ke a design coherent and orderly and, ther e
fore, pleasant to look at .

Balance

Eye movement studies have shown what happ ens when the balance in a visualcom
posi tion is distorted . Locher and his colleagues (e.g. Locher, Overbeeke and Stappers,
2005; Nodine, Locher and Kru pinski, 1993 ; see Locher, 20 06 for an overview) examined
th e scanpa ths of people looking at origi nal versions of paintings and versions in which
th e original compos ition was somehow altered, either by leaving out certain elements
or cha nging the distribution of 'weight' in, for example, a typical M ondrian pa inting.
Scanpaths of people looking at distorted versions revealed more eye movements '(sac
cades ) and less fixations, interpreted as an indica t ion of the observer 's desperat e at tempt
to detect order and balance in the distorted compos ition . Thi s interpretation is supported "
by findings from other studies in which pictor ial com positions where systematically
changed (Boselie, 1992 ; Hekkert an d van Wieri ngen, 1996 ). Both these studies showed
th at changing an orig inal, and pr esumably bala nced, pa int ing lead s to a decrease in pref
erence ra t ings, especially among untrained viewers. Together these findin gs reveal that
peopl e do have sensitivity for a balanced composition.

'Good' proportion

Whereas it is clear that an ord erly, balanc ed or symmetrical design is aesthetically
pleasant, it is less clear what proportion sho uld be considered 'good' or aesthetically.supe
rior, For cent uries, people believed that a ratio according to the gold en section deserved
th is special sta tus, but a wealth of empirical studies testing its special attrac tiveness
yielded ambiguous results (see for an over view e.g. Berlyne, 1971; Hekk ert , Peper and van
Wieringen, 1994; McWhinnie, 1987).1 At most, ratios close to the golden section seem to"

IPor those unfamiliar with the golden section ratio, this ratio is obtained when the rat io of the shortest to the long
est of two lengths, such as in a rectangle or a cross. equal s the ratio of the longest to the sum of the two. The numerical
value of this ratio. often denoted as 'fl, is app ro ximatel y 1 .618 (or irs reciprocal <1>.618 ).

be preferred over other ratios, bur th is could easily be a range effect (Godkewitsch, 1974)
., qr an effect of averaging (Plug, 1980 ), obscuri ng great inters ubject var iab ility (H ekkert et
.. al., 1994; McManus, 1980 ). Next to the rat ios in the vicinity of the gol den section, the

square wa s also often found to be a preferred ratio (McManus, 1980 ). As we conclud ed
earlier, the golden section rati o pro bably ha s 'obtained this special attent ion mainl y
thank s to its unchallenged mathematical beauty' (Hekkert et al., 1994, p. 186).

As noted in the beginning of Section 2, studying properties in isola tion probabl y
tells us little about the effects of these properties in the contex t of design objects . Given
the high interrater var iability, one may the refo re question wheth er th e search for pr opor
tions of speci al attractivity per se is worthwhile. As He kkert et al. (199 4) concl uded,
'instead of cont inu ing the searc h for proportions of special attractivi ty in th eir ow n
right, it is more valua ble to study proportionality of some thing' (p . 200). Following

." this suggestion, Hekkert (199 5, chapter 3 ) start ed a series of experiments on propor
tion preferences in co ntext. As could be easily predicted , he found that aesthetic pref 
erence for particula r rectangular prop orti ons highl y depe nded on the type of o bject
the rectangl e represented, such as a window, a cabinet door, or a bathro om tile (see
Figure 10.1 ). M or e interestingly, p referenc e was linearl y rela ted to the rat ed commo nness

. of the proportion (Figure 10.2) , a measure of fami liari ty (see Section 3.1). T his finding
was repli cated in a subseque nt experiment (Experiment 2, p. 73) with th ree (at th at time )
uriknown and espec ially designed products (a portabl e smo ke-filter, a sub wo ofer, and

.an .electr omagnet ic rad iat ion reducer ), for which the exp osur e frequency was systemati-
cally var ied. Other research along th ese lines ha s been done in th e area of packaging,
furthcr showing th at propo rt ions of invitation cards and packa ges for grocery prod

',' ucts affect consumer perception, preferences , and purchase intent ions (Raghubir and
Qr¢enleaf,2006).

Symmetry

. Symmetry in simple pat tern s can be produced quite easily; the designer has to ch oose
orie or more ax es at wh ich the design is mi rr or ed. Obj ects that ar e mirrored along one

~" axis can easily be reco gnized as being symmetrical, and ind eed are often seen as pleas
. alit, For example , symmetrical faces a re preferred over non-symm etrical ones (Gra m mer

and Thornhill, 1994 ) and symmetr ica l abstract patterns are often seen as more beau
tiful (Jacobsen and Hofel, 2003). The reason s for a preference of symmetry are no t
fully understood. 'Reading ' a symmetr ical object is much easier than readi ng asymmet
ri~~l ones. Once you have seen one half, yon kn ow what the other half is like. Thus,
ari, important pa rt of symmetry preference might be due to ease of proc essing (Reber,
Schwarz and Winkielman, 2004). Co ncern ing beauty of faces it has been argued that

·u O
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Window (1/1) Picture frame (8/5) Cabinet door Book (4/5) Bathroom Iile (4/3)
(1/2)

",_ FIGURE I 0.1 Examples of recta ngles representin g a prod uct (from Hekkert, 1995, p. 69).
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_ FIGURE 10.2 Mean rankings for two of the products used in Hekkert (199S. p. 72). Solid line: common '

ness ratings; dotted line: attractiveness ratings.

symmetry indicates a healthy development and therefore is an indicator of positive
genetic mak e-up (Thornhill and Gangestad, 1993). Others have argued th at symmetry
makes faces attractive because they are more prototypical, where prototypicality is the
underlying attrac tive featu re (Rhodes, 2006) . In Section 4 we will look more closely at
such explanations.

2.2. Complexity and variety

If hum ans wo uld just look for ord erly and balanced patt erns, our world and our designs
would be rather simple, and presumably be experienced as borin g. In some circum- ,
stances, we also seem to search for complexity and variety, a type of behavior coined
diversive expl orat ion (Berlyne, 1966).

According to Bcrlyne's collative-motivation model, patt erns are preferred for their
ability to generate arousal (Berlyne, 1971) . Visual patterns with low aro usal potentiaL '
are not stimulating and leave the observer indifferent; patt erns with very high arousal
potenrial are too difficult to grasp and are considered unpl easant. Preferred are patt~rns

with an arousal potential at a medium (or optimum ) level, leading to the famous predi<;;
tion of an inverted If-shaped function between hedonic tone (pleasantness) and arousal
potential. Since collative properties, like complexit y and variety, contribute most toche
arousal po tential of a design, they have dominated research in aesthetics .
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Although amp le evidence was foun d for an inverted Ll-shap cd relati onship between
preference and compl exity (e.g. Berlyne, 1970; Smets, 1973; Walker, 1980), other, mainly
monotonic, functions between these two variables were observed as well (e.g. Frith and
Nias, 1974; Walker, 1980). This was especially true when the stimu lus material was
more meaningful, such as real artworks, as opposed to the simple, artificial stimuli that
were used in most studies in favour of Berlyne's model. It was concluded that Berlyne's
model has limited explanato ry value when ecologically valid objects, like products, are
evaluated (see Hekkert, 1995; Martindale, 1984 ), a limitation already acknow ledged by
Berlyne (197 1) himself. H owever, Berlyne's prediction reflects a more general principle of
aesthetic pleasure: Unity in variety.

2.3. Unity in variety

If people are attracted to order and unity, whereas they also (occasionally) seek complexity
and variety, it is easy to predict that a balance between these opposing forces wo uld lead
to maximum pleasure. This principle of unity in variety was already known to the Greeks
and has been most influential in the field of aesthetics ever since (see e.g. Berlyne, 1971;
Fechner, 1876). The principle holds that the greatest pleasure or beauty is arrived at by as
much variety or complexity as possible with a maxim um of unity or order. Attempts to for
malize this principle in simple functions of order (0) and complexity (C) failed to 'explain
preference ratings of simple polygons (see McWhinnie, 1968 for an overview of these
information-theoretic approaches). In a classic study, Boselie and Leeuwenberg (1985)
developed a more subtle formula, taking into account that patterns can be regular in more
than one way. These additi onal regulari ties, not accounted for by the simplest interpr eta
tion of a pattern, determine a pattern's unity (R); the free parameters that are not specified
by these additional regularities represent the irregularity or variety of a pattern (P). The
beauty of a pattern is arrived at by subtracting P from R. This formula pr oved to be ade
quate to predict the ra ted beauty of simple polygonal figures. Since products, as all real-life
stimuli, embody an endless number of regularities, it is hard to predict which of them will
be perceived. A mathematical description of product preference on the basis of such meas
ures therefore seems a pointless exercise. But qualitative descript ions of a design's unity
and variety may help to see its formal attractiveness (see for examples, Hekkert, 2006).

c:onjunctive am biguity

Boselie and Leeuwenberg (1985) based their mathematical model on the pri nciple of
conjunctive am biguity, wh ich is ano ther principl e proposed to be cond ucive to aesthetic
'preference, highly relate d to unit y in variety (e.g. Arnheim, 1974; Berlyne, 1971). When
an ambiguous patt ern can be visually interpreted in several ways, conjunct ive ambig uity
concerns the case where the separate interpretati ons are compat ible and jointly effective.
As such , it is opp osed to rhe beauty-reducing principle of disjunctive ambiguity where
alterna tive interpr etat ions are mutually exclusive (as in the famo us duck-rabbit draw
ing). Hekkert (2006 ) describes Jean Nouvel's building lnstitut du Monde Arabe in Paris
asa goo d design example of con junctive ambiguity (Figure 10.3): The interpretation of
this build ing at a global level (as an Islamic weave patte rn) is different from, but fully
compatible with its interpreta tion at a local level (seeing that the holes are actually shu t
ters that regulate the amou nt of sunlight entering the building).

Maxim um effect for m inimum means

Conjunctive ambiguity can be seen as a special case of 'maximum effect for minimum
means', a genera l principle that explains aesthetic qua lity in a wide variety of domains.
The principle is economy-driven : We prefer solutions, ideas, formulas and the like that
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3. MEANINGFUL PROPERTIES
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_ FIGURE 10 .4 The Apple iPod shuffle.

3,.1. Familiarity and prototy picality

Whenever we encounter an obj ect, and th is also hold s for design objects, we (try to) clas
sify it by comparing it to objects we know or have seen before. Th e idea that we like what
'NT know has had an apparent appeal to psychologists for a long time . How ever, there are
different ways in wh ich familiarity might affect the aesthetic appeal of an obj ect . In the
next paragraphs we discuss those ways that have found empi rical confir mation and were
shown to be important in the appreciation of complex, real-life objects .

Familiarity

. . Whi le William James and Gustav Fechner, both pion eers of psychology in the
nineteenth century already assumed that 'familiarity breeds liking' , it was in 1968 that
Robe rt Z ajonc provided a system atic empirical study of this phenomenon. In a semin al
~aper he reporte d evidence, from a number of sources, that mere exposure to a stimulus
increases its aesthetic appreciation . Not only did he show tha t words with a positive con
~otation are far more freque nt in language, he also expe rimentally varied the number of
trmes tha t faces, Chinese characters or pseudo-Turkish words were repeated, and fou nd
that with increasing rep etition the objects were liked more. He discussed his findings as
a general principle of aes thetic appreciation that can explain why we often like the peo 
ple we kn ow, why we feel comfortable in our home s, and stick to th e brand of a car we
o,wn. Thus, in order to crea te objects tha t people like, a straightforward recommenda
tron could be to refer to existing, famili ar solutions.

Preferring thin gs that are familiar obviously has evolutionary advantages in that it leads
to :s ~fe choices. In a world full of inherent dange rs it might be sensible (or adaptive; see
Section 4) to stick to the familiar and not expose oneself to strange and maybe harmful
and th reatening alternatives (Bornstein, 1989). Recently, an alternative has been proposed
to this evolutionary explanation. Repeated exposure changes the way things are processed,

ProductExperience
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Whe reas the organizational properties in the previous section alwa ys require a behglder
to perceive the extent to which they are present in a design, they can in principle be rness
ured and for ma lized. The properties consid ered in this section are by definiti on subjective
and are thu s not properties of th ings, but rather properties as we perc eive them . Based
on our knowledge and previous exp eriences, we qu alify something as familiar or novel"
typical or strange, original or outdated. Since people in a particular culture may havi: con

siderable overlap in their backgrounds, the form al attributes on whic h these meanings are
based may be ra ther consistent over people. As a result, we tend to attribute the mean
ing percei ved to these characteristics. Logically, however, the degree to which something
is perceived as novel or familiar is independent of the presenc e of an att ribute as such.
As we will sho w here, these meaningful 'properties', determining the so-called diagllpstic
ity of a pattern, have a big impact on our aesthetic preference.

consist of as few elements or parameters as possible, while solving or explaining a range
of probl ems or phenomena (e.g. Boselie and Leeuwenb erg, 1985) . For the same reason
we can also say that a particular engineerin g solution, like a bridge, or a car suspension, is
aesthetic; it only uses a limited number of con structive elements to solve all the problems
the con struction was meant to overcome. Th e genera l acclaim for the original Mini is, for
example, based on this principle. By literally striving for minimalism in spaee and mate
rial - to realize a car that would be afforda ble to many - the designers introduced a range
of innovat ions, such as a transversal engine, lO-inch wheel rims, and an ultra-compact
wheel suspension . Analogously, an explanation or theory can be more attr active than.oth
ers, and will therefore be selected, when it uses fewer parameters to explain the same phe
nomenon or more phenomena, a principle also known as Occam's razor (or the principle
of parsimony). Since these aesth etic solutions and formulas are, by definitio n, also more "
econom ical or efficient - clever we could say - aesthetic sensitivity is important for scien
tists, engineers, and designers to create and recogni ze the most beautiful idea or solutiQl1; ~
Designers often refer to th is principle in preferring minimal solutions as exemplified by the ,'
iPod shuffle, an MP3 player in a tiny white box tha t only has a connector for an earplug,"
a USB connection for battery power and uploading songs, and a c1ickwheel for navigation,
but no display at all (Fignre lOA).

_ FIGURE 10 .3 Institut du Monde Arabe by Jean Nou vel.
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.3.2. Originality, novelty and innovativeness

Biederman and Vessel (2006) claim that as our brain has evolved in order to understand
the world, it derives pleasure from process ing new and unfamiliar objects. They show ed
that new pictures of scenes and objects were preferred over pictures shown repeatedly.
Though th is seems to con tradict the above described mere-exposure hypothesis this find
ing is very much in accor dance with our everyday experience. We are often attracted by
n~w, unu sual and inno vative prod ucts (Veryzer and H utchinson, 1998). H owever, the
VIsual pleasure prop osed by Biederman and Vessel (2006) only emerges when we are able
~o' identi fy an d successfuily process what we see or, 111 oth er words, when the new thing
IS not frigh~eningly unfamiliar. A related argument has also been proposed in explaining
the aesthetic appeal of modern art, which allows us to experie nce that we master the
'new', and gain aesthetic pleasure through a subjective sta te of successful classification
interpreta tion and understand ing (Leder et al., 2004 ). '
'.." Nonetheless, from everyday experience it is apparent that novel or innovative pro d
ucts are often not liked immediately. Although innov at ive produ cts seem to be essential
for companies in competi tive markets, this initial dislike poses them with a serious pro b
lem. In a series of exper iments concerning the role of innovat iveness in car interior design,
Leder and Car bon (2005 ) varied stimuli according to innovative features, such as cur
vature and complexity. When participants were asked to indicate how much they liked
el!ch version, they preferred the curved versions to the edged versions, a finding in accord
ance with a recent study by Bar and Neta (2006) . Most importa ntly, Leder and Carbon
(2005) fou nd that their part icipants did not appreciate innova tive versions. As we kn ow
that novelty - and innova tiveness as a special case - is often initially unappreciated, the

class have in common. This is not to say that the pro to type is represented by a certain
ca tegory .memb~r; a prototype is 'simply a convenient gram matical fiction; wha t is really
referred to are Judgments of degree of prototypicality' (Rosch, 1978, p. 40 ). Whitfield
and his colleagues (1983; Whitfield and Slatter, 1979) carrie d out pioneeri ng work con
cerrnng the effect of pro totypicality on preference. Th ey directly tested a prefere nce-for
pro totypes mo del (see also Martindale, 1984) against Berlyne's 'collat ive-rnotivat ion '
model p~ed icting an inverted U-shaped relatio nship between preference and novelty/
complexity. They measured appreciation for different kind s of chairs th at varied in pro 
rorypicality as a result of belonging to different styles, assuming that 'Geo rgian chair s'
are mor e protot ypical than 'Mo dern style' chairs , and these more prototypical than 'Art
Nouveau' chairs. Moreover, the authors directly measured subjective impressions of typi
cality (as well ~s com~lexJty an~ novelty) for all cha ir models investigated. As expected,
mor e prototyp ical cha irs were liked better, and typicality was negatively correlated with

. novelty, ind icat ing that protot ypicality is opposite to novelty. Contra ry to what Berlyne's
model wo uld have predicted, 'complexity' did not account for differences in aesthetic
appreciation. Subsequent studies in which both mod els were empirically tested against
ea~h .other were performed for diverse categories such as hous es (Purcell, 1984), cubist
paintin gs (~ekke.rt and van Wieringen, 1990 ), and musical performances (Repp, 1997),

,all confirming a linear relationship between preference and prototypicality, .
Altho ugh familiarity is not the only defining variable of (pro toj typicali ry (Barsalou,

1985) , the two concepts are clearly related. Th ey both find their aesthetic attractive
ness in ease of classification or processing (Reber et a1. , 2004). But ease of processing is
not what people arc always after. At vario us occasions people look for novel or original
instances and especially children have a bias towards novelty in their early ages (e.g.
Uehara, 2000).
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Prototypicality
In order to recognize th ings, we tend to classify all things into groups of objects

which share some propert ies. For those object categorie s for which there are many exem
plars, such as human faces, cars, toasters, or cubist paintings, it seems that throu gh expe
rience we build so-called prototypes. Th ese are typical representations which allow us to
trigger appropriate responses and wh ich summarize information tha t all objects of that

the way they are perceived, classified, and recognized. Simply spoken, repetition or familiar
ity makes perceptual and cognitive processing easier and somehow more fluent, and this flu
ency is intrinsically pleasant (Reber et al., 2004 ). The more fluently perceivers can process
an object, the more positive their aesthetic response will be. Th e important implication of
this explanation is that fluency increases liking, not because it is a property of the stimulus,
but because it is a pro perty of the processing dynamics of the perceiver. Reber et al, (2004)
thus believe that we somehow 'perceive ourselves' when we perceive and evaluate the
objects around us, and attribute th is ease of processing to the appreciability of the object.

H owever, repeated exposure has its limitations and will at a certa in point (often
after 20 repetitio ns) lead to over-exposure and saturation, and, consequently, boredom
(see also Section 5.4). Furthermore, Bornstein's review (1989) showe d that the effect
of repeated exposure depended on the type of stim ulus, being stro ngest for simple pat
terns, weak for real objects/persons, and wa s often not found with artworks and com
plex drawings. As already discussed und er 'Good' proport ion abov e, Hekkert (1995)
demonstrated a strong linear rela tionship betw een att ractiveness ratings and exp osure
frequency for three unknown products. Th is effect was, however, less strong when the
produc t was presented in an 'aesthetic' (conspicuous) context as opposed to a 'neutra l'
(inconspicuous) one (see Figure 10.5). These results suggest tha t the mere expo sure effect
is not equally strong for all objects and in all condi tions. Nevertheless, the fact that the
'mere-exposure effect' is strongest when people are not aware that the stimulus to eval
uate has been shown several times (e.g. Murphy and Zajonc, 1993) indicates that the
effect is automatic and difficult to suppress.
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: Another elegant way to summarize the universals is by combining as many as pos
sible in a single band pattern (Figure J0.7). Despite the limitations related to using band
pa,t.ter6s as an object of study - band patterns are a~ter all rather s~mple 2D patterns
and often applied for other than aesthetic (e.g. symbolic, communicative) purposes - the
studyeonfirms that many of the properties discussed earlier can be regarded as universal
aesrhetic principles . The question then remains, where does this universality come from?
How can we explain that people of all times and cultures prefer the same properties?

'FIGURE 10.7 A universally accepted band with many universals. such as various forms of symmetry.

simplesh~pes, parallelism, and object-background ambiguity (from Hardonk. 1999, p. 192).
! '

4.2.£.J-olutionary aesthetics

Th~ most likely candidate to explain universal patterns in aesthetic preference is human
eV'6IiI(~on. Explanations along this line have been extensively proposed over the last two
decades with the advancement of evolutionary psychology. The attractiveness of these the
oriesis their ability to explain why general patterns in human behavior and their under
lying psychological mechanisms arc the way they are. As one of their most prominent
ptoPQnents argues, 'In the study of humans, there are major spheres of human experience
o/gauty' (our italics), motherhood, kinship, morality, cooperation, sexuality, violence - in
Whithevolutionary psychology provides the only coherent theory ' (Pinker, 2002, p. 135).
As Darwin (1859) himself already predicted, humans have not only physically, but also
meli1taUy adapted to the challenges posed by their environments. Faced with adaptive
ProblelUs, such as finding a mate, hiding from enemies, or understanding intentions, psy
chological mechanisms have evolved that are perfectly fit to solve such problems. As a
r~sl}.lt, we have acquired adaptations like sensory systems, a language capacity, and a trait
for emotional communication, and ... an aesthetic sense. One may now ask oneself, what
on leerth can be adaptive about finding someone attractive or something beautiful? Has
it notalways been argued that art and aesthetics are intrinsically useless? Art may be so,
although some will certainly dispute this and argue that art is an adaptation itself (e.g,
Diss~nayake, 1992), but aesthetic preference certainly is not, as we will see next.

': To explain the evolutionary basis of aesthetic preference, one major hypothesis can be
coined the 'transfer-hypothesis' (see Rhodes, 2006), based on principles stemming from
mate selection. The basic idea is that certain characteristics in attractive people, such as
s}'ll1llletry, are indicators of good health (e.g. an absence of parasites) and hence, may
refer to reproductive fitness, the ability to produce healthy offspring (e.g. Grammer and
Thornhill, 1994). The attractiveness of such features is abstracted and somehow trans
ferred to other objects that, as such, have no biological relevance. Thus , according to this
view, We have come to like symmetrical patterns, not only in humans but also in artifacts .

Others however argue that our (aesthetic) preferences are domain dependent (see
To?by and Cosmides, 2001) and related to domain-specific properties having survival
value.Take for instance our preference for (properties in) landscapes. According to Wilson's
r i6Phelia-hypothesis (1984), we prefer savannah-like landscapes: Open grasslands with
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_ FIGURE r0.6 Examples of decorative band patterns In an eighth-century amphora from Attica.Gr~,ecJ
(reprinted with permission from Biers, J996.p, 124). I
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Finally, all bands were described using the descriptive system, resulting in 74 indep~nd ic
ent universal properties, properties that occur to the same degree in all cultures. These
universals varied from absolute (admitting no fluctuations between cultures) to strong
(mi fl . , '., ,,' Immor uctuations) to weak (somewhat more fluctuations); most were positive univer:
saIs (occurring in all cultures ), whereas some were negative (occurring in none of thd
cultures). It is of course impossible to list them all here, but let us try to summarize-the'
most interesting findings. 1

Band patterns from all cultures contain one or more regular ities, such as symm,etry,!
parallelism , and equality of sides and angles. Both at the level of objects and in the bandi'
as a. whole, mirro~ symmetry occurred much more often than rotation symmetry,and\ .
vertical sy~metry. IS much more prominent than horizontal symmetry. Most objects iilJ i

b~nds consist of Simple shapes, such as triangle s, but in all cultures we also find patterns! .
with more complex objects. If objects are grouped, most groups contain only two differ-] •
e.m ~?ject~ !e.g. a circle and a.square ). Results like these ~upport the contention that.wer .
like simplicity and order (Section 2.1), but that we (occasionaily) also need some vanetYi "
in this unity (Section 2.3 ). Furthermore, in all cultures, most bands contain 'no occlil' !
sions (a negative universal) and one or more ambiguities, of which object-background is,
the most.frequent. ~u.rprisingly, however, only.di~junctive ambiguities were found and no!
conjunctive ambiguities (see Conjunctive ambiguity in Section 2.3). I .

I
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.... .FIGURE 10.8 Lamp designed byAchilleCastiglioni.

I
~t~ptio~ itsel~, a~ in solving puzzles (see .also Hekkert, 2006). The rewarding effect of see

g fela~lOnsh lps IS furthermore not restricted to formal qualities, bur can also result from
: .:np~ctlO?S ma~e at a semantic level. This is for example the case in meraphors, where

ea,nmg IS efficiently added to a product by a reference to something else (Forceville,
~e!?,er: and Tan, 2006). Take for example Philip Starck's famous toilet brush Xcalibur,
~hiat;\)y Its name and shape refers to the sword used by King Arthur (Figure 10.9) . Through
t sfeferenc~, a play.ful an~ adv,enturous meaning is added to the, for most, not so exciting
ask;of c1eanmg a toiler, It IS as If the product says 'let's go and attack the dirt!'. It has been
arfg~,ed that such metaphors can be effective even when we are not (yet) consciously aware
o t~em (Cupchik, 2003).

20ur aesthetic sense is not alone in this. Many psychological phenomena that come so natural to us
humans, such as religion (e.g. Dawkins, 2006 ), are most probably non-adaptive by-products of adaptations
that do have survival value in and of themselves. '

trees, water, animals, and plants, because these signal fertility, and thus abundance of food,
as well as provide safety, in that they both offer means for hiding and spots that give an
overview of the surroundings (see also Orians and Heerwagen, 1992; Pinker, 2002). It may
indeed be difficult to 'translate' such specific preferences to other domains. Nevertheless.,
in line with other scholars such as Ramachandran (2004; Ramachandran and Hirstein,
1999), we believe there are domain-independent aesthetic universals that can be expla ined
by looking at the evolutionary origin of our information processing system.

As argued elsewhere, this explanation is often referred to as the 'by-product' hypoth
esis (Pinker, 2002; Hekkert, 2006). According to this hypothesis, our aesthetic senseis
a by-product of other adaptations, primarily of our sensory systems and brain .? Because
certain patterns or features in the environment were functionally beneficial to these sys
tems, we (have come to) derive an aesthetic pleasur e from perceiving them . In other
words, 'it is brains that have evolved to generate pleasant and unpleasant feelings to
those aspects of the environment that were a consistent benefit or threat to gene survival
in ancestral environments' (Johnston, 2003, p. 173). In order to find these patterns or
aspects , we thus have to look at the functions of our sensory modalities (Hekkerr, 20(6)'.
Whereas some of these functions are modality specific, possibly leading to domain-speci$c
aesthetic preferences, there are certain functions that apply to most or all sensory domains :
(see Chapter 5). All sensory domains playa role in the identification of things or signals"
whether it is a form, a sound, a texture, or a smell. Given the wealth of information in our
surroundings and our limited capacity to process information, patterns or structures that
support such identification are generally preferred over others (see also Ramachandran
and Hirstein, 1999; Reber et al., 2004) . From this basic 'law', we can explain many dfthe
aesthetic principles discussed above and even predict some new ones .

Both Martindale (1990) and Ramachandran and Hirstein (1999) consider the peak
shift principle a prominent principle und erlying our aesthetic experience. Peak shift is a
well-known phenomenon from behavioral learning and refers to the inclination of ani
mals to respond more strongly to stimuli thar go somewhat beyond the one rhe ani.ttl?V
has learned to be rewarding. 'Because of peak shift, female birds that prefer to mate/with
males with bright rather than dull plumage will show even greater preference formales
with supernormal or above -average brightness.' (Martindale, 1990; p. 47) . Our liki~g of
caricatures, for example, can be explained along similar lines in that they amplify .the 
already attractive - 'very essence' or prototype of a face (Ramachandran and Hirstein,
1999) . Figure 10.8 is an example of peak shift in product design. In this lamp for the
Italian manufacturer FLOS, the designer Achille Castiglioni in 1972 has amplified the
essence or 'lampness' of a lamp by putting an enormous bulb on a pedestal. In projJosirig
that 'all art is caricature' (p. 18), Ramachandran and Hirstein give a number of examples
in which artworks show such amplifications. By isolating and ampl ifying the 'essence',
peak shifts contribute to ease of recognition and are therefore advantageous to our.brains
limited capacity.

Many of the principles proposed by Ramachandran and Hirstein are related to the
unity in variety principle as discussed in Section 2.3 . Since unifying or organizing-rnecha
nisms, such as grouping, symmetry, closure, and contrast, 'allow us to see what belongs
together (or not), detecting such structures is rewarding. They all contribute to 'bil1ding'~

i.e. making connections, and the creation of order and, as such, facilitate economic process
ing of information. This not only holds for seeing the unity, but also for the proc!:~s~l



Th e 'by-product' hypothesis is thus capable of explaining a numbe.r of aesthetic phe
nomena and there is no reason why they should be restricted to the visual realm. I!1 the
next section we will briefly speculate on how this hypothesis could account for aesthetic

preferences related to the other senses.
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5.2. KnOWledge and experience

In the example of the M AYA principle described above, we have explained how differ
encesin expertise may result in different aesthetic cho ices whi le the princi ple still holds.

5.1.Sensitivity

For many of the above-described principles aspects of stimuli have been identified, but
in order for these to have an effect the perceiver has to perceive them. So, you need to
see (be sensit ive to ) order or relationships in order to appreciate it. Simply put , if you
cannot detect the symm etry, closure, or any other organizationa l structure, you cannot
like the object on these grounds. People wh o are not able to see the order in an ab stra ct
paintingor hear the structure underlying a modern musical composition, have difficulties
liking'it. To them, the painting or compositi on is predominantly cha otic. These problems
most likely play a lesser role in product design, where most designers do their best to
make their designs comprehensible and easy to unde rstand. Nevertheless, some sensiti vity
maY:be required to see all subtle ordering pr inciples applied in, for exa mple, a car design
and t(j appreciat e it in full. This sensitivity can of course be trained, but as in all areas
of human performance, some people are (just) mor e receptive to or better equipped to
deveiopsuch sensitivity.

If aesthetic principles are universal, how come we also see many differences over cultures
and individuals? Th e important thing to see here is that a universal princ iple does not
autOlpatically lead to universal agreement in people's aesthetic choices of ob jects. Take for
instance the components that come together in the MAYA principle . Although we all (seem
to) l ike products that are as novel as possible, while we still see them as typical of their
kind, what is considered novel/typical will differ substantially over people. For example,
Hekkert et al. (200 3, study 2) showed that experts and non-experts weakly agreed on the
typicality of the car models judged, but for both groups typicalit y and novelty jointly pre
dicted aesthetic preference. People differ with respect to the thing s they perce ive and attend
to, people differ as to their previous experi ences within a domain, and people differ with
regardto many other background variables, and these differences may lead to a variety in
aesthetic preferences, despite the univer sality of the underlying principles.

Next to these cross-sensor y similarities of aesthetics, some fun ctions are unique to
a particula r system and may lead to sensor y domain- specific aesthetic principles. Tak e
for eXample our sense of touch . It not onl y functions to provide us with information
about the world, such as the shape, temperature, and weight of th ings, it also ma kes us

' aware of having a body and thus enables us to experience ourselves (Bermudez, Marcel
and Eilan, 1995). We might therefore predict that products (or product features) contrib
uting to this self-exp erience are considered pleasant. The seemingly endless and rep etitiv e
manipulations babies employ on some of their toys may be eviden ce for th is prediction.
SeeChapter 2 for furth er exa mples in this dom ain.

\ As universal as these evolutionary explanations are, this is not to say that evoluti onary
theories are deterministic. Most evolutionary psychologists endorse the view that these psy
chol{)gical mechanisms can man ifest them selves differently across cultures, and even across
indiyiduals, as a result of interactions with the enviro nment. How such inreractions affect
the way the aesthetic principles work for each one of us will be explained next .

. 5. ClJLIURAL AND INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES

Product Experience-

_ FIGURE 10.9 Toilet brush Xcalibur by Phillippe Starck .

. 4.3. Cross-sensory aesthetic principles

When aesthetics is defined as senso ry gratification - as we do - it makes sen~~to speak
of audito ry aesthetics, tactual aesthetics, and olfactory and gustatory aesthetics, !l~xttO
the traditional domain of visual aesthetics. It even seems logical to regard a feeling of
comfort as an aesthetic respon se, a sor t of proprioceptive aesthetics, and it als().may.look
plausible to use the phrase ' aesthetics of interaction ', as is popular in. the field of inter
act ion design (e.g, Dunne, 1999; Overbeeke et aI., 2003). However, I~ or~er to p,lease
the senses, inte raction with an object is condition al, makin g the exp ressron aesthetics of

interaction' somewhat tautological. , . II
What makes a product good to listen to , pleasant to touch or use, and nice to srne

(or even ta ste)? Following the ar gument introduced in the previous section, produc~
prop erties are reinforcing, and thus, aesthetically pleasing if the y facilitat7the adap:~
function of the sensory systems. Hekkert (2006) sta rted to list these functions and p .
po sed some first and tentative predictions as to their aesthetic consequences: . h '

As argued, all of our senses can play a role in the identification of objects. W en It
com es to this primary function , aesthetic principles should therefore hold cross.s.eniksory.

d I ' hi pie I e to
Just as people like to see patterns that allow them to erect re anons IpS, pea .. .. . h

. . . d [eel structure i f M r, people Iiket esedetect orgamzanon III sounds, an ee structure ~n a sur ace. oreo.ve ·h·· . roduct
various sensory messages to be mutually consistent and appropnate for t e ~ ili-

' I h" I h' ith spect to Its uti Iconveying them. The pro duct may disp ay sue an optima matc WI respec 06)
. dJ h . . , k {H ekkert 20 .tari an function, its intended exp en ence, an or t e associations It evo es ,
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3Mart indale warns that these increments in arou sal poten tial should not be too large. This shift in
preferences is a gradua l process due to effects of peak shift and the minimal effort recipients want to spend

' (see also Section 4.2).

SA;The evolution of taste

If universal pr inciples guide our aesthetic preferences, but are simu ltaneously affected by
knowledge, culture, and habituation, can we predict the development of peop le's tas te?
Put differentl y, can designer s/ar tists lawfully anticipa te the ever-changi ng deman ds of
their audi ences? This is exactly what Martinda le (1990) claims in his theory of artistic

i change that spans 20 years of research. Starting with a theory explaining changes in the
·1 development of literature, his research expa nded to domai ns such as poetry, visual art s,
I music, gravestones, and careers of individ ual artists . The basic assumption underlying his

theory is that th rough repeated presentation, an ar tistic stimulus such as a work of art,l gradua lly loses its impac t value or arous~ 1 p.otential (Berlyne, 1971; se~ Sect~on ~'~)' . As
a: result, the capacity of an artwork to raise in terest, pleasu re, or attenti on will diminish,
aprocess that has also been descri bed as Formermiidung or 'Form fatigue' (Goller, 1888;

t cited in Ma rtinda le, 1990). To com pensate for such habituat ion effects, successive artists
need to increase the arousal potent ial of their works of ar t. M artindale demonstra ted
that this is exac tly wh at ar tists do : M'easures of arousa l potential , like complexity, ambi 
guity, or novelty, incre ase monotonically over rime.:'
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Oth er cross-c ultu ra l studies have shown tha t people from different cultu res may
systematically differ in the values and standards the y hold (e.g. Schwartz and Sagiv,
1995';Hofstede, 2001), such as the degree to which people see themselves as separate
from ':others (individ ualistic) or as connected to othe rs (collectivistic), an orientat ion
known as self-construa l (Ma rkus and Kitayarna, 1991 ). In a recent study, for example,
it was shown that logos from predominantly ind ividualistic cultures (e.g. Unit ed States,
Germany) were more angular than those of collectivistic culture s (e.g. H ong Kong,
Japan), indicating that the latter rela tively prefer rou nded shapes, which are considered
to be more harmonious (Zhang, Feick and Price, 2006).

Iri~tead of seeing such cross -cultural differences as unique an d auto nomo us cul
rural.phenom ena, we suggest it is more fruit ful to look for the underlying psycho logical
mechanisms tha t govern these manifesta tions and th en tr y to explain how these varia 
tions 'come across. Groups of people can sha re defining charac teristics, such as sensitiv
ity, stan dards of aest hetic qualit y, and perceived typicality to various degrees (Hekkert,
2006j , If these defining cha rac ter istics differ at the gro up level (as in cultures), we find
cross-group differences and with in-group agreement . Sharing cha racteristics results from
having a similar background, i.e. similar expe riences in the interaction with the social,
natural, an d artificial environment one is ra ised in and has to deal wit h. Regarded in th is
way,the cultura l, as well as the socia l, are 'nothing more ' (and nothing less) than mani
festat ions of evolved human biology (Too by and Cosmides, 1992 ), where evolvement
refers to the way the psychological mechanisms have developed and operate under dif
feretit circumstances. As E. O. Wilson (1998 ) puts it, 'Tho usa nds of genes pr escr ibe the
brain, the senso ry system, and all the other physiological processes that interact with the
physical and social environment to produce the holist ic pr opert ies of mind an d culture'.
(p. 150). H ow this gene-cult ure coevo lution ta kes plac e and determines our aesthetic
preferences, as well as many other psychological phenomena , is currently exp lored (see
Buss, 2005 for an overview) and will fundamentally change ou r fut ure und erstan ding of
(~he relati onship between ) culture an d aesthetics.
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As a r.esu!t of their backgrou~d o.r previous experience, people ma y per ceive the degree i
of tYPlc~hty, novel~~ and the hke m a design differemly. Similarly, because some product I

properties are familiar for one, but novel for another person, this may result in differ- I
entiaI effects of fluent processing; what is easy to assimi late for one may be difficult to f
ass imilate for anot her. . j

In the domain of ar t, Leder (2002) has pro posed a kind of higher-level fluency ,that !
ac~ounts for s~lch di ffer~nces. Wh en it comes to higher-ord er levels of dealing with i
objects, when mter?retatlo n and understanding come into play, expertise and experi- I
ence becom e more imp orranr. For exa mple , though a Picasso port rait might elicit aes- .
thetic responses .in all of us through th~ ~se of color and shapes, the cubist style Picasso 1
adopted leaves little doubt that the depictions of persons he used is far from easy to read.
Noses might be beside both eyes, and other elements are at unnatura l locations in the :
head , and differ fro m nature in coloring, shape and size. Th us, how cou ld one explain I

that such stro ngly alienated portraits (Leder, 2002 ) are liked, or even aesthetica lly appre- I

ciated? The processing of cubist portraits presuma bly becom es mu ch easier an d more ~
fluent with experience and knowledge.

This pattern holds for all domains of objects and thu s also influences design appre- ;..
cla rion . An example is the 'organic' design style by Phillippe Starck. Th is style is applied
to numerous design objects such as cutlery, TV-sets, wa ter-kettles, bathtu bs, and even :
houses. For the appreciation of these products, it is essential that the 'style' is perceived .
an d recognized, an ability that increases with experience (Cupchik and Laszlo 1992.
Augustin and Leder, 200 6). Once a person can ma ke the requ ired stylistic discrirnina- I

tions, s/he will also recognize it in other objec ts of the same designer and like them even .
s~ . In this ~ase, the pleasur e is indirec tly derived from knowledge about design, and con- .
sn tutes a kind of higher-ord er cognitive fluency, whi ch is qu ite pleasing to the perceiver.

Developing such sensitivity for style and other organizariona l patterns normally comes '
with traini ng and experience. Experienced viewers make finer aesthetic discriminations
(Winner, 1982); they attend to and perceive pro perties of objects, such as lines, shapes"
and textures, which remain unnot iced to the untra ined eye. In sum, experienced observers
discover featu res and higher order struc tures to which untrained observers are insensitive
and this allows them to enjoy different features and, hence, different and more complex ,
objects ~han novices. Possibly, the increasing 'aesthetizat ion' of our designed world, where
even boilers, door handles and bath-tubs become decorated design objects, will enhance
the general experience and sensitivity among the audience as it contr ibutes to people's 'aes- I

thetic view' on everyday objects. .

5.3. Culture

A variable held responsible for many of the differences in people's aesthetic cho ices is
culture. Pop ular wisdom wo uld even say th at our tas te is predom inantly shaped by the:"
cultu re to which we belong. Looking at th e diversity among cultura l expressions in art; .
fash ion, and design, it seems obv ious that culture has a big effect on our aesthe tic prefer
ence. Other than highlight ing and emphasizing these differences, it is more interesting to '
investiga te where such differences originate. Robert Nis bett has addressed this issue in a '
compre hensive research program that aimed to find out whether people in Western and ,
Asian culture perceive things differently (Nis bett, 2003). He foun d evidence for a more '
holistic sty le of perceiving scenes and objects by Asian peopl e, while Americans tended to
see objects in a more analytical mode of processing (see also Masuda an d Nis bett, 2001). .
Such a fundamental difference in looking at the world revea ls that cultura l background
affects the way a product is perce ived an d, subsequen tly, aesthe tically ap precia ted.



6. CONCLUSIONS

6.1. Implications for design and designe rs

The best recommendatio n one could give designers is to follow the ru les and obeythes.e

aesthetic principles (Hekkert, 200 6). Eva luat ing all the products on the market, it seems
clear that they do so. All cars are symmetric ," most mobile phones have their btittons

4The story goes that the firsr Citroen BX that was put on the market had its logo not placed in "the
middle-front of the bonnet, as all cars used to have and still have, but just off center. The car did nofsdl well
and only when the logo was repositioned in the middle did sales increase drastically.

In the present chapter we have reviewed research on aestheti c appreciation and dem
onstrated that preferences or taste judgment s obey certain rule s or principles. More "
importantly, we have argued that many of the se principles are rooted in human nature
and can somehow be explained on the basis of adaptati ons of our sensory systen:}~:rnd
brains to ou r environm ent . Since th ese ada pta tions are, by definit ion , funcrional. iallow-,
ing us to deal with the demands pu t forward by the surroundings, we can conclu9t;, that
having an aesthet ic sense is extremely useful! It stimul ates and reinforces us to look for
patterns and unifying properties that suppor t the tasks of our sensory systems. If wepd
ceive them, we can per form optima lly and are aestheti cally gratified, thus explaining why
beauty and perceived usabi lity are so strongly correlated (Tractin sky, Katz and Ikar,2QOO;
see also Chapter 11). H ow are designers to deal with these principles of aesthetics?
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6,2; Future of design aesthetics

· We can exp lain (par ts of) peop le's aesthetic preferences , but a lot of unresolved issues
remain . Before drawing this chapter to a close, we want to look into some new devel

:,opments that alread y have or will have an effect on research in aesthetics in the nea r
future. So far, the history of empirical research in product aesthetics often relied on well
esrablished methods from experimental psychology. Key in this type of research is the
design of stimulus material. Traditionally, 'poor', simple stimul i, such as polygons and
r~ndom dot patterns, were used because they allowed for systematic variation of the
dunensions studied. Findings from such studies can, however, not be easily generalized
to real-life artifacts such as artworks or products. Since the early 1970s, researchers in
aeSthetics moved to these ecologically valid, but complex artifacts as stimulus materials .

orderly organized, and man y successful designs follow the MAYA-principl e. Designers
: do not need to kn ow the princ iples to appl y them; they intuitively design accordingly,

since the principles are as much part of the ir creative nature as they are of the observ
er's aesth etic perception. As Ramachandran and Hirstein (1999) claim for arti sts, these
rules or princip les are 'a set of heuristics that arti sts either consciousl y or unconsciousl y
deplo y to optimally titillate the visual areas of the brain' (p. 15). Thus, designers will
and sho uld follow the rule s when there is no reason not to. Lidwell et al. (2003) propose
a similar strategy in their book of 100 design princ iples, but they also end their introduc
tion with an add itional statement: 'The best designers sometimes disregard the principles
of design. When they do so, however, there is usuall y some compensat ing mer it attained
at the cost of the viola tion. Unless you are certain of doin g as well, it is best to abide by
the pr inciples' (Lidwell et aI., 2003, p. 11) .

Wh at rea sons could these 'best designers' have to disregard the rule s? Wh y make
something ugly, surprising, over-the-top, incomprehensib le, etc? Products are not always
and onl y designed to be visually pleas ing. At times, designers break the ru les for other,
non-a esthetic reasons . Let us briefly explore three such reasons . First, designers could
decide to make a product stand out, to make it visually very different from competing
products, if needed at the cost of aesthetics. Th e reason is obvious: Th e product will
draw attention and attract interest and th is can be a valu able asset in saturated markets.

,! Moreover, when an unusual appearance is due to technical progress the resulting product
might need some time to be liked for its aesthetic appeal (Carbon and Leder, 2005 ).

Secondly, products convey meanings and deciding to express cert ain symbolic, cul
tural or personal values through a product may contribute highly to its attractiveness. It
may stimulate certa in people to buy a BMW that looks strong and like a predator, even

. if its aesthetic pr oportions are inappropriate.
Finally, mo re and more designers are becoming awa re of the emotive powers of

designed o bjects. Products can raise fascination or desire, evoke surprise, and be fun to
use. Since emotions are valenced reactions, the pleasu re att ained from the emotional
respon se could easily outdo any limitations as to its aesthetic quality. In the case of sur-

· prise, for example, the non-aesthetic effect of incongruity between our visual imp res
, sion and our tac tu al experience will evoke a surprise reaction that may result in interest,
amusement or other pos itive emotions (Ludden, H ekkert and Schifferste in, 2006).

These are some of the reasons to disregard aesthetic principle s, and future design
ers will certainly come up with more. Nevertheless, carefully applying aesthetic rules is
a §afe way to ascertain product acceptance and appreciation. Especially in area s where

.production costs are high, such as the car indu stry, anti given the high probability that
· other, non-aesthetic effects may fade out quickly in time , most designers are best off to

sUckto the rules.
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These mechanisms may explain why art changes; they do not explain the direction in
which ar t changes. To account for th is, M arti ndale proposed a second process con tribut
ing to an increase of arousal potential. This pr ocess entails a regression from 'secondary
process' or conceptual cognition, characterized by abstr act, logical and reality-oriented
thought processes, to 'p rimary -process' or primord ial thin king, a free-associat ive, con
crete, and irra tio na l mode of thought. The latte r type of thinking lead s to new combina
tions of existing elements (within a style) and results in novel ideas, hence an increase in
aro usa l potent ial. 'Across the time a given style is in effect, we should expect works of
art to ha ve content that becom es increasingly more and more dreamli ke, unrealistic, and
bizarre' (M ar tinda le, 1990; p. 61 ).

At a certain point however, the style becomes saturated and further regression will
lead to an aro usal decrease, the 'evolution ary trap' . Arti sts are then required to introduce
a stylistic cha nge by allowing new element s to enter the artistic lexicon or by loosening
the rules governing the old style. For thi s to happen, artists will rely more on con ceptual,
secon dary-process thinking. Th e resu lt of th is process is a cyclical change in primordial
content and coinciding changes in artis tic sty les. Th ese related fluctuati ons cou ld also be
obser ved in most of the domains/artists Martindale examin ed.

Although Martindale's theory has pro ven to describe historical chan ges in many
art forms, the question is whether it can also be appl ied to design products. Martindale
himself was not optimistic about this and thought that a product's usefulness might put
non -aestheti c pressures on the design. 'If something has a use, people want it to work. .
That gets in the way of its aesthetic aspects. If something has a use, peop le can stop usi~g'

it and destro y its aesthetic aspects altogether' (Martindale, 1990, p. 55). However, in.an
age in which aesthetics plays a dominant role in design (Postrel, 2003), and since many
products have reached maturity wh en it comes to their performance and function a.lity, .
Martindale's theory may very well explain th e changes governi ng the development or
many present -day products.
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These real objec ts, however, var y on so ma ny dimensions that it is often difficult to ascribe
effects to the relevant stimul us dimension. As has often been argued (see c.g, Hekkert and
van Wieringen, 1996; Whitfield, 2000), the 'middle' wa y to proceed in aesthetic research
is through a systematic manipulation of relevant stimu lus dimen sions in real artifacts.
Such techniques have been occasionally employed in the area of product design (e.g.
Carbon and Leder, 2005; Van Rompay et aI., 2005; Veryzer an d Hutchinson, 1998), but
these were still two-dimensional representat ions of rea l products . With the advancements"
in computer software connected to rapid prototyping, it will become muc h easier to make
systematic variations of three-dimensional, physical ob jects.

Further developments in research methods might also br ing new insigh ts. The
incr easing interest in neuropsychologica l measures will broaden th e scope of methods
to investigate aesthetic appreciation . Up to now, neuroimaging studies in the area of aes
thetics main ly were concerne d wi th determining neu roa natomical correlates of aesthetic
preference. Most of these studies have investigated the percept ion and appreciation of
paintings using fun ctional M agnetic Resonan ce Imaging (fMRI). For instance, H ansen,
Bra mme r and Calvert (2000) demonst ra ted th at activatio n of p rimary and associatiori
visua l cortices var ied depend ing on pr eference judgments . The ir findin gs suggested that
quant ita tive cha nges in activation, as we ll as qu alitat ively distinct networks of brain
areas in frontal and limb ic areas, are associated wi th positive, negat ive, and neutraljllqg
ments to images of artworks. Vartani an and Goel (2003) compared representatio nal and
abs tract paintings in different forma ts (original, altered, filtered ) and reported neur al-cor,
relates of lower and higher preferen ce. Kawa bata and Zeki (2004) also searched forneu
ra l correlates of the perception of pain tings considered to be beautiful. The perception of
beautiful and ug ly paintings led to a differ ent involvement of the orbitofrontal and the
moto r cortex . Finally, Jacobson, Schubotz, Hofel an d von Cramon (2006) applied the
sa me technique to identify neu ral correlate s of aesthetic judgments of abstrac t graphic
patterns. Interestingly, the mo st active regions the y loca ted (e.g. medial wa ll and prefron
ta l cortex) partly overlap with the on es involved in socia l and moral judgments.

Looking at product aesthetics wit h such neu ropsychological methods in the future
pre sumably will reveal a deeper ins ight into the complex int erplay between emotion
and cog nition which interact in aesthe tic experiences (Leder et al ., 2004) and might
also reveal the underl ying mechanisms, which diffe r from person to perso n an d might be
specific for classes of objects (Whitfield, 2000).

Both of the above developments are related to increasing technological sophistica
tion allowing for new wa ys of experimentation. W hen it comes to theoretical progres s,
we strongly believe that the emerging field of evo lutio na ry aes thetics w ill bring. most
progress as it provides a theoretical foun da tion agai nst which all the variation through
culture and individu al histor y can be tested . Along with Wilson (1998) and others (e.g.
Ra macha ndran and H irstein , 1999; Pinker, 2002) we predict that crossi ng borders
between psycho logy, evolutionary biology, and neu ro logy will perma nently change bur
understanding of hu man behavior and culture, of which our sense for beauty is just one,
albeit a very prominent, representati ve.
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